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``Environmentální spravedlnost v Česku : přl'padovástudie Romů ve Vsetíně"

Bc. Roman Matoušek

Overall,  this  is  a  very  good  Master's  thesis  based  on  a  well-developed  theoretical
fomdation and understanding of the literature on environmental justice. The thesis is among the
first studies on environmental justice in the Czech Republic, and thus has particular significance
for contemporary research in a number of social science fields. While the thesis has a ways to go
before  it  could  be  publishable  in  a  revised  forin,  it  at  the  same  time  makes  am  important
contribution   to   the   fields   of  geography   and   sociology   by   introducing   the   concept   of
environmental justice in Czech academia.
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this positive assessment assumes that the degree candidate is ab]e to satisfactorily address
the problems listed below during the defense, pariicularly the questions raised about the
methods, case se]ection, and analysis of the case study.

Speciric comments

1. The introduction mentions the objectives amd motivations behind the Master's thesis,
but does not state what the mai.n crrgwmejef is. What is the argument - that environmental justice
is  an  importamt  concept  and  applies  also  to  the  Czech  Republic?  How  is  the  argument
controversial or refi]table? More needs to be said about this.

The theoretical section is by far the strongest part of the thesis, as it makes a very good
use of the existing English-language literature and clearly explains amd elaborates on a number of
importmt  concepts  relating  to  distributive   and  procedual  justice,  positive  and  negative
fi.eedoms, amd environmental justice/injustice. Nonetheless, the section does have a number of
significmt problems:

2. While the overáll interpretation of the discussed scholars (e.g. Harvey, Fraser, Berlin,
SriJh, e;hc,) .m ge"f5ieiw]y comestg the author f iails to actually def iend any particular theory which
co# óe ďpp/J.ed ft} fÁe cm sÍ#ďy Áe c%ose. A Master's thesis needs to not only have a theoretical
section, but bring theory md analysis together by elaborating amd defending a theory or model
that can be applied in practice. But what is the author's theory? Since the author discusses the
work of Nancy Fraser at length, perhaps he should have more directly defended her conception
of social justice (involving the roles of redistribution, recognition and representation), applied it
to the idea of environmental justice, amd explained how it illuminates the case of vsetín.

3.  The  author  does  not  sufficiently  elaborate  on  the  concepts  of  distributive  and

procedual  justice.  The  overview  of Rawls  ®.   16-17)  is  rather  basic  and  deserves  greater



elaboration. The overáll discussion in that section defmes concepts and their interrelationship,
bniri does not do a good job of explaining competing theories of justice and what is at stake in
ÍÁose deócr/e§. Further, the discussion of procedual justice is particularly weak, and would have
benefited ffom am overview of, for example, procedual justice in Jugen Habemas'  Befwee7?
Fďcís a#d jvorm§. The author defines procedual justice as "dodržování zastávaných morálních či
legálních  práv   a  positivm'ch   a  negativm'ch   svobod   v   sociálních  procesech   ovlivňujících
distributivni' spravedlnost ®.15)." But that definition is controversial; mamy theorists would say
that  simply protecting  people's  rights  and  fi.eedoms  is  insufficient  for  achieving  procedual
justice. Works by Habermas, Ian Shapiro (Democrafí.c tJw§f!.ce) or Nancy Fraser emphasize that
procedual justice requires that stakeholders to a claim - particularly people who are socially
marginalized and thus do not nomally make use of their political rights - actually speak out or
have their claims defended in decision-making processes that affect them. Isn't that precisely one
of the main problems of the Vsetín case?

4.  The overview of the concept and literature on environmental justice is quite good.
However, the author assumes that the definition of environmental justice used in the US (such as
the definition by the EPA on p. 32, is accepted and applied everywhere. In particular, Í%e cr#Í%or
does not  discuss how  the idea o)f erwiron:i'nental justice might be understood ďfferently in the
European context and how the  concept  (or relaied concepts)  is  applied in European and EU
docwme#/s  ďti  fteaíí.es.  For  example,  the  Aarhus  Convention  ("Convention  on  Access  to
lnfomation, Public Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental
Matters") cm be seen as defending and implementing a Euopean conception of environmental
justice that focuses on the role of citizen participation amd procedural justice in order to secue
the right to  a clean environment.  That is,  Euopean documents  seem to  focus on procedual
issues, not redistributive or substantive ones (as is the case in the US). On a related note, it would
also be nice to know what role EU amti-discrinrination legislation (md the Czech Parliament's
inability to pass the  anti-discrimination law) might play  in local  struggles  for environmental
justice, including the Vsetín case.

5.  In  tems  of the  used  literature,  the  citations  are  overall  good,  though  1  am  very
surprised that the  author does not seem to  be  aware of the work by  Benjamin Vail, who  is
arguably the  leading  scholar on environmental justice in the Czech Republic  ("I11egal  Waste
Tramsport                             amd                             the                             Czech                             Republic :
An Environmental Sociological Perspective," SocJ.o/ogí.c@ c'cisopj.§, 2007; doctoral dissertation at
FSS MU, available at http://is.muni.cz/th/169446/fss_d/Vail_dissertation.doc?lamg=cs). I am also
surprised  that  the   author  does   not  discuss  the   literature   on   environmental   values   and
sustainability  in the  Czech  Republic  (quantitative  research  by  Petr  Soukup  -  j;SSP  -  Žz.voínz'

prosfr`edz', 2001 ; or qualitative research by e.g. Hana Librová, others) as a way to understand the
social context of environmental debates amd how the Vsetín case might fit into that.

6. In the methodological section, it is not cleam why "critical realism" (section 3.1) is at
ďrl  "ece;ssaiq.  What  exactly  does  that  epistemological  theory  conftibute  to  the   empirical
crm/y§!.§.? This needs to be explained. Furtherinore, if the author is to defend critical realism, he
should not rely solely on Sayer, but should explain the ideas of critical reálism by some of its



leading proponents, particularly Bemard Lonergan (esp. the treatise /#§z.gúf), who developed the

generalized empirical method and also applied it to the social sciences.

7. The author generally explained the qualitative methods used, but does not disclose a lot
of important methodological infomation necessary in a Master's thesis. J7ow mcr#y z.»fervJ.ews
were  conducted  overall,  and how  many with  different  stakeholders  flocal  politicians,  Roma,
NGOs ...)? How ďd he carry out the interviews and the transcription to ensure the protection of
personal infiormation as required by Czech law?

8. The author's dismissal of extensive resemch (i.e. quantitative approaches) - "Z vice
důvodů (viz kapitola 2.3.3) se zdála být extensivní generalizace z řady událostí nevhodná" ®.51 )
-  is  not  clearly justified  and  needs  to  be  defended  with  specific  arguments.  I  can  imagine

different ways to do quantiative research on environmental justice in the Czech Republic - why
would such approaches be inappropriate?

9. The  author  does not  sufficiertily  explain and defiend the  choice  of Vsetín as  a case
sÍw@. Why was it chosen - simply because it is controversial amd received a lot of media hype?
Aren't there other localities where Roma live in similar living conditions or have been subject to
similar policies, but have received less scholamly and media attention? Couldn't there be offler
cases that could more clearly elucidate the problems of environmental justice? The selection of a
case study must be justified and based on reasons relating to how the concqt of environmental
justice can be applied in the Czech context.

10.  In  the  Vsetín  case  study,  it  is  not  clearly  articulated  why  this  is  a  case  of
envirormental justice, and not simply a case of social exclusion.  W7!cÍÍ exďcí/y z.s f%e co#cepf o/
enwironmer[tal justice  contributing to the  interpretation of the  case  that the  concept  of social
exc/wsJ.o# ca##oÍ prov!.de? Simply that the Roma in the "Pavlačák" lived in poor environmental
conditions, but were then moved next to a sewage plant? There needs to be a more sustained
application of environmental justice principles in the analysis.

11. The author claims that "nelze jednozačně hovořit o proceduální nespravedlnost" ®.
72)  without  clearly  explaining  why.  Again,  theories  of procedual justice  often  claim  that
injustice occurs when poor residents negatively affected by a decision were not able to be part to
the discussion that led to the decision. In Vsetín, couldn't one argue that the local council made
decisions and judgments about Roma (in both moving to "Pavlačák" as well as being evicted
fi.om it), without taking into account their views and backgrounds? If that is the case, then it is
possible to speak about proceduáL injustice.

12.  The overall evaluation of environmental injustice in Vsetín is both short @asically
two pagesů í"d vag):we. What specif ic f iorms of e"ironmental injustice took place, and through
what causal mecharisms? Overall, is there sufficient evidence to conclude that an erwironmental
injustice - as opposed to another kind of inýustice or grievance - actually took place?  Why or
w_hynot?   _ ,o-

Michael L. Smith, ťniJ. Prague,19.09.2008


